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COVID PATIENTS RELIEVED OF SYMPTOMS IN 24 HRS AFTER TAKING ANTIBODY COCKTAIL

Delhi HC grants bail to 3 in Delhi riots

MIRACULOUS TREATMENT !

‘Protest is not
terror activity’

The patients were
given the single
dose monoclonal
antibodies cocktail
drug (casirivimab
and imdevimab)
within 5 days of
their first symptom
onset. These
patients are in
various age groups
but majorly 65 plus
with comorbidities
like diabetes,
hypertension, and
obesity. Those who
were in younger
age group were in
high-risk category
including being on
immunosuppressants.
The results till now
have been consistent
among all these
patients.

The combination of drugs
that is being currently
used in this antibody
cocktail is made by Roche
and marketed by Cipla in
India. This contains two
monoclonal antibodies,
Casirivimab and
Imdevimab.

Pregnant women
and children below
12 years of age are
not supposed to be
given this treatment
as we don't have
enough safety data
for this subset of
patients.

In India, Zydus recently got the
approval to conduct clinical trials by the Subject Expert
Committee of the Central Drugs
Standard Control Organisation
for their antibody cocktail.
Currently, the cost of the Roche
antibody cocktail comes around
Rs 60,000.

Mohammed Shafeeq|Hyderabad

ifty Covid-19 patients who received
single-dose monoclonal antibodies
cocktail drug (casirivimab and
imdevimab) were relieved of their
symptoms within 24 hours of the
therapy given at the AIG Hospitals in
Hyderabad. This is the first of its kind study
in India where experts are looking for the
efficacy of this monoclonal antibodies cocktail, especially with the Delta variant
(B.1.617), of the virus. "Studies which were
conducted in the US showed that this drug
cocktail is effective against the Alpha, Beta
and Gamma variants of the virus. The primary objective of the study that we are conducting is to see the efficacy of this monoclonal therapy on the Delta variant (B.1.617)
that is now the most prevent strain," he said.
Clinical studies published in peer-reviewed
journals including the New England Journal
of Medicine have shown that antibody cocktails reduce hospitalisation or death by over
70 per cent, including a drastic reduction in
viral clearance.

FIRST DEATH
DUE TO VACCINE

F

Apollo Hospitals Group Joint Managing
Director, Dr Sangita Reddy has said that
she received Regeneron's monoclonal
antibody cocktail and this made a "dramatic
difference".

As per report, for the
first time, government
acknowledged one
death in India due to
vaccination. A 68-yearold man, fully vaccinated, died on March 31
and it has been labelled
as "vaccine product
related reaction" in a
report assessing 31
severe cases reported
since the government
launched the vaccine
drive in January. The
report is by the National
Adverse Events
Following Immunization
(AEFI) committee under
the Union Health
Ministry. Of the 31
cases, 28 are deaths.

❝

❝

Preliminary analysis shows that these patients are relieved of their symptoms within 24 hours of the monoclonal therapy and their RT-PCR
reports also showed viral clearance within a week. Our plan is to include at least 100 patients for this study. Already 50 patients have
been given the drug and we are following up these patients."
Dr D. Nageshwar Reddy, Chairman, Asian Institute of Gastroenterology

Centralised Vaccine

2-DG effective against all Covid variants

The Central government will procure 75 per
cent vaccines produced in India directly from
the manufacturers, who will be allowed to
sell the remaining 25 per cent to the private
healthcare sector, officials said on Tuesday.
The government has decided to centralise the
vaccination drive and therefore, the states
and UTs will not have to struggle to procure
vaccines. Earlier, the Centre had allowed the
state governments to procure vaccines on their own, and float global tenders.
Centre will provide vaccines to all states and UTs free of cost to administer to
people at government-run vaccination centres. However, the states would be
allowed to set their own priority regarding the age groups.

Hyderabad: The 2deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG)
developed by the
Defence Research and
Development organisation
(DRDO) for the
coronavirus treatment,
effectively inhibits the
SARS-CoV-2 multiplication and works against all variants of
Covid-19, says a research study. In conclusion, our findings
suggest that 2-DG effectively inhibits the SARS-CoV-2
multiplication and can be used as a treatment regimen.

The court noted that it is constrained to express,
that it seems, that in its anxiety to suppress dissent,
in the mind of the state, the line between the
constitutionally guaranteed right to protest and
terrorist activity seems to be getting somewhat
blurred. "If this mindset gains traction, it would be a
sad day for democracy", said the court.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

he Delhi High Court on
Tuesday granted bail to
Natasha Narwal,
Devangana Kalita and Asif
Iqbal Tanha, in a Delhi Riots
case under the Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act. A
bench comprising of Justices
Siddharth Mridul and Anup J.
Bhambhani held that prima
facie, no offence under sec-

T

RS 150/DOSE NOT SUSTAINABLE: BHARAT BIOTECH
New Delhi: The supply price of Covaxin to the government of India at Rs 150 a dose is a
non-competitive price and clearly not sustainable in the long run. Hence a higher price in
private markets is required to offset part of the costs, Bharat Biotech said on Tuesday. It said
there are live examples of such pricing policies where Human Papilloma virus vaccine is
priced for GAVI supplies at $4.5/dose (Rs 320), but is also available in the private market at
Rs 3,500. Rotavirus vaccines are supplied to the Govt of India at Rs 60/dose, but is also available in the private market at Rs 1,700/dose. The prices for COVID-19 vaccines internationally have varied between $10 to $37/dose, (Rs 730 - Rs 2,700/dose). On why Coaxin is more
expensive for the private sector, Bharat Biotech said this is purely due to fundamental business reasons, ranging from low procurement volumes, high distribution costs and retail
margins among few others. As directed by the Govt of India, less than 10% of our total production of Covaxin to date has been supplied to private hospitals, while most of the remaining quantity was supplied to State and Central Governments. In such a scenario the weighted average price of Covaxin for all supplies realized by Bharat Biotech is less than Rs
250/dose. Going forward, 75% of the capacity will be supplied to State and Central
Governments with only 25% going to private hospitals.

Rebel BSP MLAs Ousted as LJP chief, Chirag convenes
meet Akhilesh,
parallel executive to expel 5 rebels
discuss their future
Team Absolute|New Delhi

Lucknow: Nine suspended Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) legislators, on Tuesday, met Samajwadi Party president Akhilesh
Yadav. Led by rebel BSP MLA Aslam Raini, the BSP legislators
are believed to have discussed the issue of Samajwadi party
tickets for the upcoming assembly elections. The rebel BSP
MLAs made a quiet entry into
the Samajwadi Party office and
left from the rear gate to avoid
the media. SP sources said that
the party president had assured
the rebel leaders that they
would be accommodated in the
SP and given tickets.
Meanwhile, the two senior BSP
MLAs, Lalji Varma and Ram
Achal Rajbhar, have still not disclosed their future plans. They
have not met any SP leader so far. A senior SP functionary,
said, "It is clear that the Samajwadi Party is emerging as the
only viable alternative to the ruling BJP in the 2022 assembly
and leaders from various parties are coming to us which indicates the people's mood."

Ram Mandir Trust issues
another clarification
Ayodhya: Champat Rai, the general secretary of the Shri Ram
Janambhoomi Teerth Kshetra Trust, has issued another statement amid the allegations of corruption in the purchase of
Ram temple land. 1.20 hectares of land located at Bagh Bijesi,
Ayodhya has been purchased with complete transparency
and with the consent of important temples like Kaushalya
Sadan etc. In relation to this land,
from the year 2011, the contract was
executed in favour of the present
vendors at different times (2011,
2017 and 2019). On investigation,
these plots were found suitable for
use, after which the concerned persons were contacted. The value sought for the land was compared with the current market price and the final due amount
was fixed at about Rs 1,423 per square feet, which is much
less than the present market value of the nearby area. As
soon as the deed of land was done in favour of the persons
contracting with the pilgrimage area, the deal was signed and
registered with full readiness and transparency.

ours after Chirag
Paswan, son of late
Union Minister and
party founder Ram Vilas
Paswan, was removed as LJP
President in an emergency
meeting on Tuesday by the five
rebel MPs, he held a parallel
executive committee meeting
virtually where it was decided to
expel the five MPs for anti-party
activities. Earlier in the day,
Chirag Paswan was removed
from the post of LJP President in

H

tions 15, 17 or 18 of the UAPA
is made-out on the basis of
the material on record in the
present case against the
three. Granting bail to
Narwal, the court said: "we
can discern no specific or
particularised allegation,
much less any material to
bear-out the allegation, that
the appellant incited violence, what to talk of committing a terrorist act or a con-

spiracy or act preparatory to
the commission of a terrorist
act as understood in the
UAPA." The court said bail to
three was subject to personal
bond of Rs 50,000 and two
local sureties. And the conditions also include the three
surrendering their passports
and not indulging in activities, which could hamper the
case. The case pertains to
Delhi police investigation into
the "larger conspiracy", which
led to the riots in February
2020. According to police, the
three accused along with
other accused persons, conspired to cause disruption,
which could lead to disturbance in law and order at an
unprecedented scale.

an emergency meeting, party
sources said. The principle of
"One Man, One Post" was
invoked by the rebels, led by his
uncle Pashupati Kumar Paras,
to remove him from the post,
the sources said. Sources said
that Suraj Bhan will function as
working President until a new
President is elected in a national
executive meeting, which is
expected soon in the coming
days. The parallel executive,
chaired by Chirag Paswan,
passed a resolution expelling
the five MPs.

No clarity on Galwan
Valley standoff: Sonia
New Delhi: Congress interim president Sonia Gandhi, in a
statement on Tuesday, said that the Congress party joins a
grateful nation in remembrance
of the supreme sacrifice made by
20 brave soldiers of the Bihar
Regiment in Galwan Valley,
including their commanding officer, who lost their lives in the
confrontation with PLA troops of
China on the night of 14-15 June
2020. Her statement has come on
the first anniversary of the
Galwan Valley standoff. "The
Congress Party urges the government to take the nation into confidence and ensure that their performance is worthy of the commitment of our soldiers who
are standing bravely and resolutely at the borders.

Westerlies may slow progress of monsoon
over northwest India: IMD

 The northern limit of monsoon
(NLM) continues to pass
through 20.5 degrees north
longitude and 60 degrees east,
or across Diu, Surat, Nandurbar,
Bhopal, Nowgong, Hamirpur,
Barabanki, Bareilly, Saharanpur,
Ambala and Amritsar.
 An offshore trough runs from
the north Maharashtra coast to
the north Kerala coast, and
under its influence, widespread
rainfall with isolated heavy to
very heavy falls, thunderstorm
and lightning is very likely over
south Konkan and Goa,
Karnataka and Kerala and Maha
during next three days.

Team Absolute|New Delhi

ue to approaching mid-latitude
'westerlies' (winds), the further
progress of the monsoon over
remaining parts of northwest India is
likely to be slow, the India
Meteorological Department (IMD)
said on Tuesday. Giving reason for the
sudden change in weather, the IMD's
National Weather Forecasting Centre
said: "Low pressure area lies over east
Uttar Pradesh and adjoining Bihar and
associated cyclonic circulation extends
up to mid-tropospheric. The trough at
mean sea level runs from northwest
Rajasthan to northwest Bay of Bengal,
across Haryana and southwest Uttar
Pradesh while the centre of low-pressure area lies over east Uttar Pradesh
and adjoining Bihar, Jharkhand,
Gangetic West Bengal and extends up
to 9 km above mean sea level. Under
the influence of the weather changes,

D

the IMD predicted fairly widespread
rainfall with isolated thunderstorm
and lightning over most parts of east,
central and northeast India during
next 4-5 days. Scattered to fairly widespread rainfall with isolated thunderstorm and lightning over most parts of
northwest India is also expected dur-

ing next two days and decrease in rainfall activity thereafter, except east Uttar
Pradesh where fairly widespread to
widespread rainfall is likely to continue
during next 4-5 days. Isolated heavy to
very heavy rainfall over east Uttar
Pradesh is also predicted during next
five days.
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EDITOR’S SPECS

India goes digital
during pandemic

A

s digital engagement grew multifold during the Covid pandemic,
Indian respondents created
about 19 new online accounts across
all categories and those over the age of
50 created, on an average, about 27 of
such accounts -- more than any other
age groups, an IBM global survey
revealed on Tuesday. On average,
Indian respondents created three new
accounts for social media and entertainment. However, the growing digital
interactions also led to poor consumer
security habits. Nearly half (47 per
cent) of Indian respondents mostly or
always re-use the same credentials they
have used for other accounts, and 17
per cent have an even mix of re-used
credentials and new credentials.
Nearly 50 per cent of 35 to 49-year-old
Indian respondents always or mostly
re-use the same credentials that they
have used for other accounts, according to the global survey of 22,000 individuals in 22 markets, conducted by
Morning Consult on behalf of IBM
Security. However, companies that are
more reliant on digital engagement
with consumers during the pandemic
must consider the effects of these
changes on their security risk profile,
he added. Indian respondents interacted with all types of businesses through
websites and mobile apps more during
Covid, especially banking (65 per cent)
and shopping/retail (54 per cent).
Respondents over 35 saw the largest
increase in digital interactions during
the pandemic, though all age groups
saw at least some increases. Across all
businesses/organisations, 35 to 49year-old Indian respondents are most
likely to predict they will interact via
website or mobile phone in life after the
pandemic, the findings showed. A
majority (51 per cent) of respondents
in India said they would remove permission for an application track
behaviour if the app were tracking
activity across other apps and websites.
Four in 10 (39 per cent) Indian adults
said they always allow an application
to track activities across other apps
and websites when asked. Indian
respondents generally prefer biometrics to log in to existing accounts for
banking/financial instructions but
prefer single-sign-on/social media
logins or email/username and password for accounts across other categories, the survey said.

nation

Pilot camp hits back after BSP
turncoat MLA's 'traitor' barb
 Six Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) MLAs in Rajasthan, who
had defected to the Congress around two years back,
extended their full support to Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot on Tuesday, and questioned the loyalty of the
Sachin Pilot camp, alleging that the latter had tried to
topple the state government and hence it should not be
rewarded. Yadav also said that the 19 MLAs who had
rebelled against Gehlot were 'traitors', as the government was about to fall because of them.
Team Absolute|Jaipur
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SP-turnedCongress MLA
Sandeep Yadav
using the term
'traitor' to describe
the Sachin Pilot faction in
Rajasthan has not gone
down well with the former
Deputy CM's camp, which
has countered the claims by
saying that "these are the
people who changed three
parties in three years and
now they are the ones calling others traitors".
Reacting to Yadav's

remark, Congress MLAs
Mukesh Bhakar and Rakesh
Pareek, both from the Pilot
camp, said, "They are now
calling Congress workers
traitors. These are the same
people who were lathicharged for their party's
sake. On whose behalf are
these former BSP MLAs
commenting," the duo asked
while addressing a press
conference here. Only time
will tell who stands with
whom. The BSP turncoats
who joined the Congress are
now teaching us the lesson
of self-respect and are talk-

ing of saving the government. These are the people
who are hungry for power.
The Congress had won 100
seats and hence they are
here. Had the BJP won 100
seats, they would have been
with them," the Congress
leaders added.
Earlier, another ex-BSP
MLA, Rajendra Guda, said

Team Absolute|Patna
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that the Congress high command will have to identify
the 'real' and 'fake' leaders.
"We are the real ones who
had saved the government.
The high command will
have to understand that
instead of listening to the 19
MLAs who betrayed the
party, it should listen to us,"
he said.

he Lok Janshakti Party
(LJP) MP from
Samastipur in Bihar,
Prince Raj, landed in an
alleged sex scandal on
Tuesday after his cousin
brother and ousted LJP chief
Chirag Paswan revealed a letter dated March 29 mentioning the involvement of the
former in a sexual act with a
woman leader of the
party.Chirag Paswan
revealed that Prince Raj was
involved in a sexual act with
a woman leader of the party
who was later blackmailing
him."When this matter came
to my knowledge, I suggested
Prince Raj to register a complaint with the police. I have
discussed this with Pasupati
Kumar Paras, who is an elder
in my family, but he did not

take it seriously," Chirag
Paswan said in the letter.The
woman had reportedly
alleged that Prince Raj had
sexually exploited her.Prince
Raj is the son of late Ram
Chandra Paswan, the brother
of late Ram Vilash Paswan,
the founder of LJP.After the
death of Ram Chandra
Paswan, Prince Raj contested
from Samastipur with Chirag
Paswan campaigning for
him.The LP is witnessing
high drama since Monday
after Chirag Paswan was
unseated as the leader of the
party in the Lok Sabha by his
uncle Pashupati Kumar
Paras. Five out of the six LJP
MPs in the Lok Sabha went
against Chirag Paswan,
including Prince Raj, leaving
him isolated in his own
party, which was formed by
his father 21 years ago.

Modi & his ministers meet twice in Manish Tewari frontrunner for
4 days ahead of likely cabinet rejig Punjab Congress President's post
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

hough there is no official word on Union
Cabinet expansion or
reshuffle so far from the
Centre, there is speculation
as the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has held two
continuous meetings with
party's top brass and two
separate groups of Ministers
in a span of four days.
Some in the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP), requesting
anonymity, mentioned that
PM's meetings with his
Cabinet colleagues are nothing more than routine affairs
only to know what is going
on in their ministries and the
future growth plan amid the
Covid-19 crisis.
The Prime Minister is

learnt to have taken stock of
the work done by the government in the last two years
and discussed various other
issues, said a source.
Both the brainstorming
sessions -- one on Friday last
week and the second on
Monday --were held at the
Prime Minister's 7, Lok
Kalyan Marg residence.
The sources said that both

interactions of Cabinet
Ministers with the Prime
Minister lasted for nearly five
hours each.
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh and Road Transport
Minister Nitin Gadkari, along
with BJP President J.P. Nadda
and General Secretary incharge of the saffron party
B.L. Santhosh met Modi in
the latest session he has held
to gather suggestions on
improvements needed in the
functioning of the government and how to achieve
synergy between the government and the organisation.
Political observers and
party insiders feel that this
could be an exercise before
an expected Cabinet expansion and reshuffle, but there
has been no official word yet.

Team Absolute|New Delhi

A

fter the panel set up by
the Congress on
Punjab submitted its
report on the factionalism in
its state unit, a change of
guard looks imminent with
the All India Congress
Committee (AICC) looking
for a suitable replacement
for current Punjab Pradesh
Congress Committee (PPCC) President Sunil
Jakhar.
Sources said that former Union minister
and Anandpur Sahib MP Manish Tewari is
the frontrunner for the top post in Punjab,
while the names of Vijay Inder Singla and
Raj Kumar Verka are also being considered.
Tewari is a known face in Delhi and
Punjab's political circles and has the backing
of Punjab Chief Minister Amarinder Singh.
Moreover, he can be appointed to woo the
non-Sikh voters in the state, as he has been

GROOM FUMBLES WITH URDU, MARRIAGE CALLED OFF
Maharajganj
(UP)|Agencies

H

is inability to pronounce Urdu words
correctly, cost him
his marriage. A man masquerading as a Muslim to
marry a girl, was caught and
handed over to the police
when he failed to pronounce
Urdu words correctly during
the marriage. The incident
took place in Kolhui police
station area in Maharajganj
district on Monday.
The accused, who belongs
to Siddhartha Nagar, was in
a relationship with a girl
from the Kolhui area. They
met on social media plat-

form. The girl knew that the
boy was not a Muslim but
she decided not to reveal the
same to her family. The girl
persuaded the boy to marry
her according to Muslim

customs. During the marriage, the groom could not
pronounce some Urdu
words correctly and this
made the girl's family suspicious. When the groom

Army gets freight corridor for
faster mobilisation of equipment
Team Absolute|New Delhi

fumbled over Urdu words,
the girl's family checked his
PAN card and his true identity was revealed. The
bride's family and the villagers caught hold of the
accused and his friends
while they were trying to
flee. After this, he was handed over to the police. The
marriage has been called off
for now. Inspector in charge,
Dilip Shukla said that the
groom and the bride were
brought to the police station
and were being interrogated.
The girl has admitted that
she was aware of the boy's
religion. He said the further
action would be decided
later.

an MP from Ludhiana which
has a large number of nonSikh and migrant electorate.
AICC Secretary Vijay Inder
Singla is a minister in the
Punjab government, who is
known to be close to the set
up in former Congress
President Rahul Gandhi's
office.
The dark horse is Raj
Kumar Verka, a Dalit leader
from the Valmiki community. Verka is an
MLA from Amritsar and has been the Vice
Chairman of the SC Commission.
The probability of Verka being elevated to
the top post in Punjab Congress has gathered momentum after the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) recently formed an alliance with
the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) to contest the
2022 Punjab Assembly elections together.
Meanwhile, the panel for Punjab has submitted its report and met Rahul Gandhi to
brief him about the situation in the state.

NIA ANNOUNCES RS 10L REWARD
EACH FOR INFO ON 2 ISRAEL
EMBASSY BLAST SUSPECTS
New Delhi: The National Investigation Agency (NIA) on
Tuesday announced a reward of Rs 10 lakh each for any information on the two suspects involved in the bomb blast outside the Embassy of Israel in the national capital on January
29. The agency has also issued the email IDs and phone
numbers of the two suspects for the general public to share
any information on them, along with the photographs and
videos of the duo captured from outside the Embassy.
A low-intensity bomb blast had occurred on January 29
near the Israel Embassy on Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Road, less
than 2 km from the Vijay Chowk, where the Beating Retreat
ceremony was on, sending the security establishments into a
tizzy.The Beating Retreat ceremony was attended by
President Ram Nath Kovind, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and other dignitaries. The anti-terror probe agency had taken
over the case on February 2 this year.
The blast had shattered the windscreens of three parked
cars, and had coincided with the 29th anniversary of diplomatic relations between India and Israel.

Facebook launches
new initiative to help
children be safe online
Team Absolute|New Delhi

A

s barbaric military clash with
China at Galwan valley at Line
of Actual Control in eastern
Ladakh completes a year, the Indian
Army gets a dedicated freight corridor for faster mobilisation of tanks,
big guns and other military equipment."The Indian Army on Monday
conducted a successful trial by moving a military train loaded with vehicles and equipment from New
Rewari to New Phulera, validating
the efficacy of the dedicated freight
corridor," the Army stated.
These trials herald the first step in
this process to pave the way for
enhancing the operational readiness
of Armed Forces.The intricate and
synchronised coordination by the
Indian Army with Dedicated Freight
Corridor Corporation of India Ltd
(DFCCIL) and Indian Railways will
significantly enhance the mobilisation capability of the Armed Forces.
"These trials were part of the
"Whole of the Nation Approach" for
optimising national resources and
achieve seamless synergy among
various ministries and departments," the force stated.

NOW LJP MP'S NAME
APPEARS IN 'SEX SCANDAL'

ocial media
giant
Facebook on
Tuesday launched
a new initiative
that encourages
people to report
child abuse content on its platforms and not to
share it.
The initiative
'Report it, don't
share it' is in collaboration with
civil society organisations like
Aarambh India
Initiative, Cyber
Peace Foundation
and Arpan.
The initiative was rolled out with an animated video which visually communicates the negative impact that the circulation of child abuse content could have on the child who's the subject of such content, even if it's about condemning the act. "We want to foster a safe and supportive environment on Facebook and Instagram and we're constantly working towards that.
While we invest heavily in people and technology to identify and remove this kind of content
even before people see it, we also want to spread awareness on the appropriate behaviour in
case people spot child abuse content on our platforms," said Madhu Sirohi, Head of Policy
Programs & Outreach, Facebook India, in a statement.

S

Interactions by the Indian Army
with all stakeholders including DFCCIL and Indian Railways will now
assist in leveraging the Dedicated
Freight Corridor and allied infrastructure into the mobilisation
matrix of Armed Forces.
Development of infrastructure at

certain locations to support mobilisation and trials to validate move of
defence owned rolling stock on Roll
On-Roll Off (RO-RO) service is being
formalised and modalities are being
evolved."This initiative would set in
place processes to ensure that military requirements are dovetailed in

the national infrastructure development at the planning stage itself,"
the force added.Since May 2020
when standoff with China in eastern
Ladakh started, the Indian Army
started ramping up road and transport infrastructure for fast mobilisation of the men and equipment.

madhya pradesh
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CM CHAIRS CABINET MEETING

Wont let the farmer suffer
DECISION TO INCREASE MILLING AMOUNT
loss in moong: CM
OF PADDY PROCURED FROM FARMERS
 Government will
pay full price for
the hard work of
farmers
 Chief Minister Shri
Shivraj Singh
Chouhan virtually
launches summer
moong purchase

Team Absolute |Bhopal

meeting of the State Cabinet
presided by Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan was
held in Mantralaya on Tuesday.
Decision was taken in the meeting to
give Rs 50 to Rs 200 per quintal for
milling only for Kharif marketing
year 2020-21 against the milling rate
of Rs 50 per quintal in the state along
with upgradation amount, keeping in
view the special circumstances of this
year, for milling of 37 lakh 26 thousand metric tonnes of paddy procured from farmers in the state, to
accelerate the speed of milling in the
state in Kharif marketing year 202021 as per different options of rice
delivery to Madhya Pradesh State
Civil Supplies Corporation and Food
Corporation of India. It was also
decided to get milling done by interested millers from the districts of
bordering states on the above conditions. Decision was taken to formulate a policy for setting up paddy

A
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industries in the private sector and
for making ethanol.
The Cabinet approved the decision
of the Chief Minister to provide a
grant of Rs 1000 to each of the 6 lakh
9 thousand approved urban street
vendors if their livelihood is affected
during Covid-19 in anticipation of the
decision taken on 26th April, 2021 in
coordination with the state government. This grant of 6 lakh 9 thousand
street vendors of the state was withdrawn from the budget of the finan-

Overall development
of Rewa and Vindhya
region will continue
 Cancer
patients will
get treatment
facility in Rewa
 CM virtually
dedicates
newly constructed flyover in Rewa
Team Absolute |Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
said that the overall
development of the entire
Vindhya region including
Rewa will go on. Work on all
areas including infrastructure
development, health facilities, education, skill development, employment etc. are in
progress. A network of industries is being laid in the area.
Agro based industries are
also being set up.
Chouhan said that the
newly constructed flyover
will be named after Sardar
Vallabh bhai Patel. Cancer
patients will be provided
treatment facilities in Rewa.
Chouhan dedicated the
newly constructed flyover at
Rewa through video conferencing from Mantralaya on
Tuesday. The cost of this 1.5
long flyover is Rs 43 crore 50
lakh. Public Works Minister
Gopal Bhargav and Principal
Secretary Neeraj Mandloi
were present on the occasion. Speaker of the Vidhan
Sabha Girish Gautam, former
Minister Rajendra Shukla
and MP Janardan Mishra
attended the virtual programme.
Chouhan said that
Bansagar project has
changed the scenario of
Vindhya region. Increase in
irrigation facilities has given a
boost to agriculture and trade
and employment opportunities have increased. Along

C

with this, Asia's largest solar
power project and super specialty hospital have also
begun operating here.
Assembly Speaker Girish
Gautam while giving a virtual
address said that we are fortunate that we have a Chief
Minister like Shivraj Singh
Chouhan. He has effectively
controlled Corona infection.
He has made commendable
contribution in the development of Rewa. Gautam said
that about 5000 people are
diagnosed with cancer in
Rewa every year, so a cancer
hospital must be opened
here.
Public Works Minister
Gopal Bhargav said that
Chief Minister has made possible the overall development
of the entire Vindhya region
including Rewa. In future
also, development activities
will continue. All other
departments including
Public Works Department
will continue to extend full
cooperation.
In his virtual welcome
speech from Rewa, former
minister Rajendra Shukla,
said that under the leadership of Chief Minister
Chouhan, Rewa is developing at a fast pace. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
dedicated Asia's largest flyover at Gud in July last. In
October last, a super specialty hospital was started in
Rewa. A waste composting
plant has also been established here.

cial year 2021-22 by the Office of
Relief Commissioner by allocation
order on April 23, 2021, to the
Directorate of Urban Administration
and Development from the amount
of Rs 60 crore transferred in the BCO
code.
The Cabinet approved the decision
to give subsidy to the power distribution companies against the subsidy
given to the various consumer categories in addition to the subsidy
approved in the Griha Jyoti Yojana for

for the domestic consumers of the
state in the rates fixed for the financial
year 2020-21 by order of the Madhya
Pradesh Electricity Regulatory
Commission, on December 17, 2020.|
The Cabinet decided to approve
the orders of the Chief Minister on
28th November 2020 and 14
December, 2020 in connection with
the 'Special Festival Advance Scheme'
and 'Special Cash Package Scheme'
for the government servants of the
state government.

START PRIORITY WORKS SOON: CM
 Group of
Ministers will
make presentation on their
action plan and
recommendations on
Monday
 Cabinet meeting starts with
Vande
Mataram

Bhopal: Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has said that yesterday's discussion with the members of the Council of Ministers
was useful and fruitful. Groups of
Ministers have been constituted
on all priority subjects. We have to
start work immediately. All the
Groups of Ministers should hold
their meeting this week. After
meeting, the future action plan
and recommendations should be
decided. A presentation will be
made on the results of the meet-

Nitrogen tankers of
Animal Husbandry
Department return
 Controller, Food and Drug Administration P
Narahari has said that these tankers were
handed over to the Public Health and Family
Welfare Department to ensure availability of
liquid medical oxygen during the Corona crisis.
Medical oxygen demand and supply has
become normal in the present circumstances.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

o overcome the shortage of life-saving oxygen for corona patients, the four nitrogen tankers handed over to
the state government in April by the Animal
Husbandry Department have returned to the department.
These tankers played an important role in bringing oxygen
from oxygen plants of other states during the peak times of
Corona. Controller, Food and Drug Administration P
Narahari has said that these tankers were handed over to
the Public Health and Family Welfare Department to ensure
availability of liquid medical oxygen during the Corona crisis. Medical oxygen demand and supply has become normal
in the present circumstances. It has been said that the
tankers are expected to be properly maintained so that the
dire situations arising out of the possible third wave of corona can be dealt with full capacity.
It is noteworthy that these nitrogen tankers are used by
the State Livestock and Poultry Development Corporation in
all the districts of the state for semen dose protection for
artificial insemination of cattle breeds. Due to being
immersed in nitrogen, these doses do not spoil for 20 to 50
years. Semen doses are preserved in nitrogen at a temperature of -196 °C. No raw material is required to make nitrogen
produced by Poultry Development Corporation. The atmosphere consists of 78 percent nitrogen. Being capable of producing nitrogen, these tankers have been considered suitable for carrying oxygen.
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ings on the following Monday.
Work has to be started immediately on all subjects. Chouhan
was addressing before the meeting of the Council of Ministers.
The meeting of the Cabinet held
at Mantralaya began with the
recitation of Vande Mataram.
Chief Minister said that meeting
of the groups formed on the topics related to Covid-19 should also
be held and after determining the
upcoming action plan, early presentation should be ensured.

Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has said that
our government will pay full
price for the hard-work of the
farmers. The state government is committed to make
agriculture a profitable business, doubling the income of
farmers. That is why the
announcement was made on
June 8 to purchase summer
moong at support price as it
has been grown with hard
labour. Registration was done
on a war footing and now the
process of procurement is
being started.
Chouhan was virtually
launching the procurement
process of summer moong
from Mantralaya. Farmer
Welfare and Agriculture
Development Minister Kamal
Patel, Agriculture Production
Commissioner KK Singh,
Additional Chief Secretary
Ajit Kesari and other officers
were present.
Chouhan said that
Agriculture Minister Patel,
officers of Agriculture
Department, District
Collectors and field staff

CM REVIEWS CORONA SITUATION AND ARRANGEMENTS
Massive campaign will be
launched for vaccination
Team Absolute |Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that Corona
infection is now at its lowest level
in Madhya Pradesh. Madhya Pradesh
has now come down to the 27th position
in terms of infection, among 28 states of
the country. As many as 224 new
Corona cases have been reported here
and the positivity rate has come down to
3 percent.
Chouhan said that extensive testing
campaigns should continue in all the
districts of the state so that not a single
infected person remains undiagnosed.
'Aggressive testing' is must to survive the
third wave of Corona.
Chouhan said that vaccination is a
protective shield against Corona. a big
campaign of vaccination will be
launched in the state, which will start
from July 1. Chouhan was reviewing the
situation and arrangements of Corona in
Mantralaya on Tuesday. Medical
Education Minister Vishwas Sarang,
Chief Secretary Iqbal Singh Bains and
Health Commissioner Akash Tripathi
were present in the meeting.
As many as 3 thousand 610 active
cases of Corona have been reported in
the state. In the last 24 hours, 528
patients have recovered. The weekly
positivity rate of the state is 0.4 percent
and the recovery rate is 98.4 percent.
There is a weekly positivity rate of less
than one percent in 50 districts of the
state. Indore district has one percent
weekly positivity rate. Only Bhopal district has more than one percent that is
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1.4 percent weekly positivity rate.
No new cases of Corona have been
reported in 15 districts of the state
including Alirajpur, Ashoknagar,
Balaghat, Bhind, Burhanpur, Guna,
Khandwa, Mandla, Narsinghpur,
Neemuch, Shivpuri, Sidhi, Tikamgarh,
Umaria and Niwari districts.
More than 10 new cases of Corona
have been reported in only 3 districts of
the state. There have been 83 new cases
of Corona in Bhopal, 47 in Indore and 14
in Jabalpur. Chouhan directed to pay
special attention to the high number of
cases in Bhopal.
Chouhan directed that Corona samples should be taken from all rural and
urban areas of every district for testing.
Along with this, samples should also be
taken from public places, railway stations, bus stands, markets, colonies etc.
We have to conduct maximum testing
and not be under any illusion.
Medical Education Minister Vishwas
Sarang informed that 100 teams are
engaged in collecting samples in Bhopal
from place to place.

All this while over 5,000 vacancies for doctors lie vacant in State government hospitals. When asked about
these glaring discrepancies, Medical Education Minister Vishwas Sarang denied there was a major problem
with the Madhya Pradesh health care sector as indicated by these shell facilities.
r Hariom Verma, MBBS, is the permanent resident doctor at Bhopal's Bharti
Multi Care Hospital. His position
requires a minimum of six hours of his service
at the facility during daytime or 12 hours of
night shift every day. But then, officials there
said he is "never" around.
A little probing showed that he holds the
same position in six other city hospitals,
besides one in Shajapur some 3.5 hours from
Bhopal and two in Sehore, an hour from the
state capital.
Dr Verma isn't alone in making so much
out of 24 hours in a day in Madhya Pradesh.
Dr Gautam Chandra Goswami, another
MBBS, is the permanent resident doctors at
22 hospitals across five districts of the state.
There are plenty of others. What's mostly
common to these doctors is that most of the
hospitals they serve have sprung up in the
past year amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
Looking to tackle the burgeoning health
crisis, the Madhya Pradesh government has,
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over the past year or
so, been giving permission for hundreds
of hospitals to begin
operations apart from
those to pathology
laboratories and dental clinics.
The website of the
state Directorate of
Health Services has all
their details. It must be
noted here that it is
mandatory for all hospitals seeking government licences to furnish information on
their permanent resident doctors. Bhopal
alone accounted for 104 such nursing homes
and hospitals; Indore had 48, Jabalpur 34, and
Gwalior 116.
Unfortunately, most of them even those
with "multi-specialty" tag seem to lack the
required infrastructure or doctors.

first five districts with maximum registration are
Hoshangabad, Harda,
Narsinghpur, Sehore and
Jabalpur respectively. The
announcement of support
price of Rs 7,196 per quintal
has brought a big relief to the
farmers.
Chouhan interacted with
moong growing farmers of
Hoshangabad, Harda and
Jabalpur. Santosh Kumar
Raghuvanshi of
Hoshangabad said that as the
canal has become operational, production has been
more than expected. BD
Arjaria of Jabalpur said that
farmers are getting rich due
to the pulse development
schemes. As a result of the
farmer-friendly policies of
the government, many
youths of the region migrated
to Hyderabad, Poona and
Bangalore for jobs in the I-T
sector. They are coming back
to their villages and adopting
profitable cultivation of
paddy, gram, urad and
moong.

Madhya Pradesh ranks 27th in the country in Corona infection

Substandard, Doctor-less Hospitals Mushroom In Covid-Time Madhya Pradesh
Team Absolute |Bhopal

deserve congratulations for
starting the process of registration and procurement in
little time. Chief Minister also
interacted virtually with the
farmers of the districts.
Chouhan said that the purchase of summer moong
during the rainy season is a
difficult task. Farmers have
worked hard during the summer months to produce
record moong. Due to low
price on account of high production, it was decided to
purchase moong at support
price. This decision has stabilized the prices of moong. In
view of the rainy season, procurement centres have been
set up at such places where
moong can be saved from
getting wet.
Farmers Welfare and
Agriculture Development
Minister Kamal Patel
informed that moong has
been cultivated over more
than 6 lakh 82 thousand
hectares in the state. So far 2
lakh 32 thousand farmers
have been registered. The

Take the case of
Bhopal's Bharti Multi
Care Hospital, where
Dr Verma is supposedly
the permanent resident
doctor. Located in a
desolate corner of the
city, it provides general
surgery, internal medicine, and gynaecology
services all on paper.
Enquires revealed that
even doctors other than
Dr Verma are rarely
seen there.
"Director sir will tell
u everything…We have
started the hospital
only in April," a nursing
assistant said when asked why the hospital
ICU lacked even the basic equipment.
Around 2 kilometres away is Asha Multi
Speciality Hospital. It, too, boasts services like
general surgery, gastroenterology, gynaecology, orthopaedics but with one Ayurvedic doc-

tor. They front office executive there said the
MBBS attends cases "on call," although she
couldn't recall this doctor's name.
When asked about these glaring discrepancies, Medical Education Minister Vishwas
Sarang denied there was a major problem
with the Madhya Pradesh health care sector
as indicated by these shell facilities.
"There is no such case, but if any such case
comes to me, we will take action. Ideally they
(permanent resident doctors) should work in
one hospital only."
Meanwhile, more than 5,000 vacancies of
doctors lie vacant in the state's government
hospitals. Up to 1,000 of these are across its 13
medical colleges and 4,000 in other government health care centres. The situation is
worse when it comes to nursing staff: a shortage of 16,000.
The state has been publishing advertisements calling for applications to these posts,
but the response hasn't been great.
Officials express helplessness, yet permissions to set up private hospitals seem easy to
come by.

Chouhan said that vaccination is necessary to save every person from
Corona. We are out to get people vaccinated. The vaccine will protect us from
the third wave. He said that ministers in
charge, officers in charge, MPs, MLAs,
social workers, eminent persons from
different areas of the society etc. should
collectively make people aware about
the importance of vaccination. Chief
Minister said that he himself would take
to the streets and motivate people to get
vaccinated. A massive vaccination campaign will be launched from coming July
1 to 3. There are total 969 active cases of
Black fungus in the state. Black fungus
patients are now on the road to recovery. All its medicines including
Amphotericin-B injection are available
in sufficient quantity for treatment in all
the hospitals. At present 1696 (47 percent) patients of Corona are being treated in various hospitals of the state. Of
these, 786 patients were in ICU beds,
656 on oxygen beds and 254 on other
beds. Of the active cases, 1914 (53 percent) patients are in home isolation.

AMARKANTAK THERMAL POWER STATION
CHACHAI CREATED A NEW RECORD
Bhopal: Madhya Pradesh Power Generating Company's
Amarkantak Thermal Power Station Chachai's unit No. 5 of
210 MW generating capacity has been producing electricity
uninterruptedly for 150 consecutive days, breaking all the previous records. During this, the Plant Load Factor (PLF) of Unit
No. 5 was recorded at 99.15 percent and the Plant Availability
Factor (PAF) was 100.78 percent.
Energy Minister Pradyuman Singh Tomar has congratulated
all the engineers and personnel including the Chief Engineer
of Amarkantak Thermal Power House Chachai for this
achievement. He said that this success is the result of determination, hard work and dedication of all the engineers and
employees of the thermal power house.
Manjeet Singh, Managing Director, Power Generating
Company has expressed the hope that Unit No. 5 will continue
to create new records of electricity generation by performing
such excellent performance in future also. The heat rate (heat
rate) of 2400 kcal per unit was obtained by unit number 5 of
the chachai. The unit number 5 of Amarkantak Thermal
Power Station Chachai became functional twelve years ago on
9 September 2009. Its unit numbers 3 and 4 were decommissioned or retired on 13 January 2015 and 1 May 2014 respectively. In the list of best power houses released by the Central
Electricity Authority for the financial year 2019-20,
Amarkantak Thermal Power Station Chachai got the second
position in the country, registering a PLF of 91.68 percent. This
thermal power station had made a remarkable improvement
in its performance by jumping from seventh position in the
year 2018-19 to second place in the year 2019-20. On March 1
this year, Amarkantak Thermal Power Station Chachai has created a new record of producing the highest electricity generation in a day by producing 51.31 lakh units of electricity.
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maharashtra
Maharashtra
govt
makes
mandatory
for
NIA nabs two
suburban residents teachers to go to college for online classes
New Delhi, Wednesday, June 16, 2021

ANTILIA SUV CASE:

Earlier, the NIA has
arrested a total of five
persons including expolice personnel like
Sachin Vaze,
Riyazuddin Kazi, Sunil
Mane, a convicted former cop Vinayak
Shinde besides a
cricket bookie Naresh
Gor, and with two
more nabbed, the
total number of
arrested accused has
gone up to 7 now.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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he National
Investigation
Agency has arrested two more persons in connection
with the probe into the sensational cause of a SUV planted with gelatin sticks near
Antilia building and the murder of its owner, officials said
here on Tuesday.
The duo has been identified as Santosh Atmaram
Shelar and Anand Pandurang
Jadhav, both residents of the
Kurar village, a slum pocket
in Malad east suburb.
Arrested four days ago,

Team Absolute|Mumbai
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they were produced before a
Special NIA Court and
remanded to the agency's
custody till June 21.
Though the extent of their
involvement and their exact
role is being ascertained in
the two cases, both Jadhav
and Shelar are suspected to
be part of the overall conspiracy of the cases which
sparked off a massive row in
Feb this year.
Earlier, the NIA has arrested a total of five persons
including ex-police personnel like Sachin Vaze,
Riyazuddin Kazi, Sunil Mane,
a convicted former cop
Vinayak Shinde besides a
cricket bookie Naresh Gor,
and with two more nabbed,

the total number of arrested
accused has gone up to 7
now. The fresh arrests came
shortly after the Special NIA
Court granted a two-month
extension to the agency to file
its chargesheet in the case.
It may be recalled that on
Feb. 25, the mystery SUV with
20 gelatin sticks and a threat
note to India's premier businessman Mukesh Ambani
and his family was found
near his Antilia home.
A week later on March 5,
the body of the SUV owner
and Thane businessman
Mansukh Hiran was recovered from the marshes of
Thane Creek, as the twin
cases triggered a nationwide
political furore.

NAVI MUMBAI EXCOP NABBED FOR
KILLING ONE SON,
INJURING THE OTHER
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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retired Assistant Sub-Inspector of Navi
Mumbai Police was arrested early
Tuesday on charges of allegedly shooting two of his sons, of whom one has succumbed, officials said here. The incident
happened on Monday evening at their Airoli
home, where the accused retired ASI
Bhagwan Patil, 73, lives with his oldest son
and other family members. On Monday, he
had invited his two other sons Vijay, 33, living in Vasai in Palghar and and Sujay, 31, living nearby in Navi Mumbai, to discuss certain family issues. Just then, during some
argument, the retired policeman whipped
out his licensed revolver and fired at least
three rounds at his sons. While Vijay took 2

The incident happened on
Monday evening at their Airoli
home, where the accused
retired ASI Bhagwan Patil, 73,
lives with his oldest son and
other family members.
bullets one each in his abdomen and shoulder, one grazed past Sujay, even as the incident created a sensation in the area. Vijay
was rushed to Indravati Hospital in a critical
condition where he succumbed late last
night during treatment. The Navi Mumbai
Police, which had detained the accused and
confiscated the weapon, on Tuesday arrested Patil and invoked charges of murder,
attempt to murder under Indian Penal Code,
besides the Arms Act, etc.

s the academic year goes online for the second year on Tuesday, it will be teachers and
not students who will be going to schools,
physically. The Maharashtra government has
issued a circular making it mandatory for 50 per
cent teachers from Classes I to IX to go to their
schools and conduct online classes.
For colleges, 100 per cent attendance of lecturers
and professors is mandatory from immediate effect.
Educational institutes in Vidarbha will open on
June 26.For class 10 and 12 teachers, 100 per cent
attendance is mandatory at schools and colleges to
carry out assessment work to declare Secondary
School Certificate (SSC) and Higher Secondary
School (HSC) results. For class 10, assessment work
is in progress. Teachers have to complete tabulation
of marks by June 20.The results committee in each
school has time till June 30 to upload the tabulated
marks. The results are expected in mid-July.

For class 12, the marking process is still to be
announced by the state.All clerical staff of educational institutes have also been directed to report to
schools from Tuesday.Lack of trains to get to
schools has upset teachers who have to travel long
distances to get to work. Teachers do not fall in the
essential services category allowed to board trains.
On Monday, teachers across the Mumbai

RAMDAS ATHAWALE
ADVISES CONGRESS TO NOT
GO SOLO IN UPCOMING
MAHARASHTRA POLLS
Mumbai: With Maharashtra Congress chief Nana Patole
indicating that the party will contest the forthcoming polls
alone and not as partners of Maha Vikas Aghadi Alliance,
Union Minister Ramdas Athawale said that Congress is
weaker than NCP and Shiv Sena and should avoid contesting the elections alone.
Speaking to ANI, Mr Athawale said, "The Maha Vikas
Aghadi government was made with the help of 42 Congress
MLAs. Nana Patole should speak to Uddhav Thackeray and
Sharad Pawar directly over the appointment of the chief
minister from their party for 2-2.5 years. If it does not happen, then they (Congress) should withdraw from the
alliance." He said the strength of the Congress party is less
than NCP and Shiv Sena in Maharashtra and fighting on
their own is not going to benefit.
Athawale's statement comes amid the growing discontent
in Maha Vikas Aghadi, especially Congress who indicated
that it may opt for fighting the elections separately.
Asked about poll strategist Prashant Kishor's meeting
with NCP chief Sharad Pawar, the union minister said, "Not
all opposition parties can come together under the leadership of Sharad Pawar. Some may say it will be under the
leadership of Sonia Gandhi while other may say Rahul
Gandhi...It is not going to happen. In the 2024 elections, the
government will be formed under the leadership of
Narendra Modi." He said Shiv Sena should take the support
of the BJP to run the government where the chief minister
can be from the Shiv Sena for 2.5 years and from the BJP for
the rest of the term.
"Uddhav Thackeray ji recently met Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. If Congress gets separated then the Maha
Vikas Aghadi government will come in minority, then the
only alternative is BJP. Either Shiv Sena can support BJP or
the NCP. For Maharashtra, Uddhav Thackeray ji should
make an alliance with BJP. The formula can be like Uddhav
Thackeray completes 2.5 years as the chief minister and
Devendra Fadnavis can serve the rest 2.5 years," added
Athawale.

Metropolitan Region (MMR) had protested by travelling ticketless to schools and voluntarily paying
fines to ticket examiners.Teachers have threatened
to intensify their agitation if their demand to board
trains are not met.Teachers are expected to be in
school and conduct online classes for children in
their homes.Teachers said that though they have to
go to school to conduct online classes, they have to
use their own gadgets as many schools still do not
have proper internet facilities for e-learning.
Last year, though physical schools did not
resume in Mumbai due to Covid-19 surge. Schools
in some districts had physical classes for classes IX
to XII in November 2020. Attendance was not compulsory and parents consent was obtained to send
students to schools.
In Mumbai, some schools directed 50 per cent
teachers to be present in schools between
September 2020 and March 2021 to conduct online
classes.After the second wave, all schools were shut
in end of March.

Maharashtra govt
to formulate
education, financial schemes for
Covid-19 orphans
Maharashtra has been planning schemes for the
education and financial support of children
orphaned due to Covid-19 since last year.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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aharashtra Women and Child
Development Minister Yashomati
Thakur on Monday said that apart
from providing financial support to children
who lost their parents due to the Covid-19
pandemic, the state is now formulating
schemes for their education and other daily
needs. Early this month, the Maharashtra
government announced that fixed deposits
of Rs five lakh will be made in the name of
children who have lost at least one parent to
Covid-19. They will also get a monthly
allowance of Rs 1,125.
The minister said the state government is
committed to providing all kinds of support
to children orphaned by the Covid-19 pandemic and also for other reasons. She was
talking to reporters in Thane after meeting
orphans and listening to their problems.
"Only giving financial support will not suffice... they need to be given guidance, counselled, and provided with other kinds of sup-

port," the minister said. Thakur said the state
cabinet, at its meeting this week, is likely to
take certain decisions in this regard. Thakur
said that the counselling and guidance to
children who have been orphaned due to
the pandemic will be provided through
NGOs and individuals who come forward to
support such children during these tough
times. A task force formed by the state government to deal with such children has
already met a couple of times and is expected to meet every two weeks and revisit issues
related to their welfare, Thakur said.
While talking about the requirements of
such children, Thakur further said, "There is
also a need to address their educational
needs and the government will surely
address this issue along with other issues."
The minister said she was touring the
state to understand problems and issues
faced by orphans. These children will be
attached to those who want to support
them," she said. Collector Rajesh Narvekar
said Thane district has 42 orphans.

'More bank branches needed in rural Student held for duping several
areas to help farmers, local economy' flyers across different airports
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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he Maharashtra government has
asked state-level bankers' committees to give priority to opening new
bank branches in rural parts of the state,
in a bid to to provide easy banking
access to farmers in rural belts.
State Cooperative Minister Balasaheb
Patil said, "The proportion of bank
branches should be in ratio to the population of districts. But there are several
districts such as Hingoli, Buldhana,
Jalna and Nandurbar where the number
of banking facilities does not commensurate with the population. Therefore,
there is urgent need to open more bank
branches in these rural districts."
According to the NABARD status
report of 2021-22, "There should be one
bank branch for a population of 6,734."
However, at present, this ratio is not a
reality in many rural areas of
Maharashtra.
In Hingoli, the number of people per
branch is 16,128. In Buldhana, there is
one branch for a population of 17,553
and in Jalna, there is one bank branch
per 17,884 persons. On an average,
across rural Maharashtra, which
accounts for 55 per cent population of
the state, there is one bank branch per
9,922 persons.

The distribution of banking facilities
is heavily tilted towards urban areas as
compared to rural Maharashtra. Nearly
65 per cent of bank branches are present
in urban areas and only 35 per cent in
rural areas. "The total branch network of
the state is 17,476. Of the 17,476 branches, only 6,204 are located in rural areas
and cater to the rural population," said
Patil.
"The need for strengthening financial
infrastructure in rural Maharashtra is
necessitated keeping farmers in mind,"
he added. As the rural economy is central to the state's agriculture and cooper-

ative sector, without robust banking
facilities, it was difficult to operate in the
rural belt, he said.
The stress on better financial institutions and mechanism was also aimed to
achieve the target of maximising credit
disbursement to maximum number of
farmers. The state has set a target to
cover at least 80 to 85 per cent farmers
within the ambit of financial institutions.
The formal mechanism would also be a
step to dissuade farmers from relying on
private money lenders, who exploit rural
masses by charging huge interest rates,
sometimes up to 40 per cent, for loans.

second-year college
dropout (agriculture
student) is in the custody of police who was wanted for duping several flyers
across airports in Bengaluru,
Chennai, Delhi and Mumbai
to the tune of over Rs 1.75
lakh in the last six months.
Accused identified as
Modella Venkat
Dineshkumar (22), a Guntur
resident from Andhra
Pradesh, siphoned off money
from the flyers claiming that
he has missed the flight and
urgently needed to fly to
Chandigarh to attend a medical exam scheduled there.
Dineshkumar travelled to
different airports to dupe
high-profile flyers in the
range of Rs 7,500 to Rs 10,000
or more on the promise of
returning it soon after he
reaches home, said the
police.
Luck ran short for
Dineshkumar when he tried
to dupe a Nagpur rtesident,
Raghunandan Thakare (27) a

marine engineer, on June 14,
6months after duping the
victim with similar modus
operandi at the Mumbai's
Chhatrapati Shivaji
International Airport (CSIA)
on January 1.
"Dineshkumar was caught
after he came in front of the
same flyer whom he
(accused) did not remember
but the later recognised
when Rs 7,500 was demanded to buy a flight ticket to fly
to Chandigarh to attend an
exam. His victim's believed
his claims and gave money
without any suspicion," said

Deputy Commissioner of
Police (Zone VIII)
Manjunath Singe.
The marine engineer,
Thakare, got suspicious
when he noticed
Dineshkumar near the baggage belt and even asked for
help on June 13. Thakare was
at the airport to fly to Nagpur
when came across
Dineshkumar for the second
time. In the complaint,
Thakare said, "I got emotional when the accused showed
the flight ticket and informed
me that he missed the flight
to Chandigarh and will miss

the flight. I transferred Rs
7,500 through an e-wallet to
buy a flight ticket. He assured
me to repay once he reaches
home. A few days later when
I called him he made fun of
me." This time,
Dineshkumar's claim did not
work out and Thakare called
the police control and got
him arrested after a team led
by assistant inspector Swati
Nalawade reached the airport. "Dineshkumar's modus
operandi varied depending
on the flyers profile. He
would fool flyers from missing flight to give the exam, he
is flying to Vijayawada as his
mother is seriously ill and
wanted urgent money, wanted to pay fees for his medical
exam. In the last six months,
he claimed to have duped at
least 13 flyers of over Rs 1.75
lakh from several airports
across the country. We are
collecting details of the total
number of people he has
duped," said Sahar police
senior inspector Dinkar
Shilvate. The accused is in
police custody.

BJP MLA files PIL to ensure no school student is debarred over non-payment or late payment of fees
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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he Bombay high court on
Tuesday directed the
Maharashtra government
and its education department to
file an affidavit in response to a
public interest litigation (PIL)
filed by BJP MLA Atul
Bhatkhalkar seeking interim
orders to enable school fee payment in instalments and not to
debar any students from either
online or physical classes over fee
arrears or non-payment or withhold their progress report.

Bhatkhalkar, an MLA from
Kandivli (East) in Mumbai and
few others, filed the PIL for directions to the Uddhav Thackerayled government for strict implementation of the 2011 act that
regulates school fees and to protect interest of students during
the pandemic.
The HC bench of justice S P
Deshmukh and justice GS
Kulkarni sought an affidavit from
the state that places on record
appointment of the authorities
and also their address and other
details where people can

approach them to ensure compliance of the provisions of
Maharashtra Educational
Institutions (Regulation of Fee)
Act, 2011 and the Maharashtra
Educational Institutions
(Regulation of Fee) Rules, 2016 to notify the divisional fee regulatory committee.
The state regulates school fees
in government and aided schools
and for unaided schools management decides the fees in a
process laid down under the 2011
law. Section 6(1) of the School
fees Act on constitution and for-

mation of an executive committee for each standard by every
school, the school management
submits details of the proposed
fees to the executive committee
for its approval at least six
months before the commencement of the next academic year.
Bhatkhalkar's counsel Biren
Saraf said the plea was to make
sure students are not the sufferers
and the state may be directed to
ensure that unaided schools do
not factor in expenses that are
not incurred during the lockdown to enhance fees.

Since online classes were being
held since last April following the
state-wide lockdown declared by
the state on March 23, Saraf said
mechanism set out under the act
does not impinge upon the
autonomy of unaided schools to
fix fees as has been held in a catena of judgements, but equally an
"external regulation of fees fixation has been recognised and
approved by the apex court.''
"Demanding fees for overheads and other activities tantamount to indulging in profiteering and commercialization,'' said

the PIL.Saraf said, "Schools have
been shut for substantially a long
period during the academic year
2021. School management shall
have saved overheads and cost
on incidental such petrol, diesel,
electricity, maintenance cost,
water charges, stationary charges,
among other expenses.''
The PIL, however, recognised
that schools did incur expenses
for software and hardware to
conduct online classes and a balance is required to be maintained
while deciding fees.
The petitioners requested the

State to also direct educational
institutions to consider any representation from parents in remitting annual fees for the academic
year 2020-21 and 2021-22 "sympathetically'' on a case-to-case
basis.The other plea is that
schools do "not withhold the
name of students/candidates for
ensuing Board examinations for
Clauses X and XII or any
Scholarships on the ground of
nonpayment of fees/arrears for
the academic year 2020-21 and
2021-22.''The HC will hear the
matter soon again.
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FRENCH OFFICIAL WARNS RETALIATION
IF UK BREACHES BREXIT DEAL
T
Paris|Agencies

he UK will face "retaliatory measures" if it refuses
to respect engagements
made regarding the Brexit
deal, French Minister of
State for European Affairs, Clement
Beaune warned.
"(British Prime Minister) Boris
Johnson thinks that you can sign
deals with the Europeans, not
respect them and Europe will not
react. It is a test for Europe," Xinhua
news agency quoted Beaune as
saying to the Europe 1 radio on
Monday. "I am telling the British
people that commitments must be
respected...and if not, we will take
trade retaliatory measures."
"We exclude nothing... We have
enough to defend our interests, and
we will do," Beaume said when
asked whether differences on the
Northern Ireland Protocol, part of

the Brexit deal, could evolve into a
trade war between the European
Union (EU) and Britain.
Under the Northern Ireland
Protocol, which came into force on
January 1, 2021, food products from
Britain to the EU will have to enter

through new border control posts
at Northern Ireland's ports.
Northern Ireland, as part of the
UK, will continue to apply EU customs rules at its ports, to allow
goods to flow into the Republic of
Ireland, a member of the EU, and

the rest of the bloc. Such an
arrangement led to the so-called
Irish Sea border, an informal term
for the new trade border between
Northern Ireland and the other
parts of Britain.
The British government has
threatened to unilaterally extend
again the customs "grace period",
which was set to end on June 30, to
October on Irish Sea border checks,
over which the EU has vowed retaliation."When you leave the
European Union, you necessarily
have a number of barriers," said
Beaune."I cannot tell Europeans
that the British, via Northern
Ireland, could export to us without
any control of the products. "Boris
Johnson wants there to be no border between Northern Ireland and
Britain, and we want to say 'you
made the choice of Brexit, you can't
have the butter and the money for
butter'," he added.

PHILIPPINES EXTENDS
TRAVEL BAN ON INDIA
TILL JUNE 30
Manila: The Philippines has
extended the travel ban for all
inbound travellers from India,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Oman and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) until June 30, presidential spokesman Harry Roque
said. In a statement late Monday,
Roque said President Rodrigo
Duterte approved the extension of
travel restrictions to prevent the
spread of the highly infectious
Covid variant, reports Xinhua news
agency. The Philippines initially
imposed travel restrictions on India
from April 29 amid the devastating
second wave of the pandemic in
the South Asian giant.
It further widened the ban to
include travellers from Bangladesh,
Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka from
May 7. The Philippines also
banned international arrivals from
Oman and the UAE on May 15 after
overseas Filipino workers that flew
in from these countries tested positive for the highly infectious Delta
variant The Philippines has sp far
reported 1,322,053 confirmed
Covid cases, with 22,845 deaths.

Israeli flag march in Jerusalem NZ holds 1st meeting on countering
to renew tension: Hamas
terrorism, violent extremism
Gaza|Agencies

Wellington|Agencies

T

he Palestinian Islamic Hamas movement said that organising an Israeli
flag march in East Jerusalem on
Tuesday will ignite a new round of tension.
Hamas spokesman in Gaza Abdulatif alQanou'a said in a statement that organising
"the so-called flag march is just a detonator
for the breaking out of a new battle in
Palestine", reports Xinhua news agency.
"The so-called flag march that is intended to be organised by the settlers on the
streets of Jerusalem will lead to a new battle
to defend the holy city and al-Aqsa
Mosque," he said. Ahmad al-Mudalal, a
senior Islamic Jihad leader in Gaza, said
that if the settlers' flag march enters the
Islamic neighbourhood in Jerusalem on
Tuesday, "it will lead to a state of rage and
uprising in the entire Palestinian territories".According to the organisers, the march
will begin on Tuesday at HaNevi'im St. and

N
head toward Damascus Gate, The Times of
Israel reported.The participants will not
enter through that Old City entrance, but
instead will head toward the Jaffa Gate, the
organisers said in a statement.Participants
will then march from Jaffa Gate toward the
Western Wall through the Old City, they
added.The annual event brings together
thousands of Jews march through Muslimmajority parts of Jerusalem toward the
Western Wall, in a show of sovereignty to
mark the Hebrew anniversary of the city's
east side being captured by Israel during
the Six Day War of 1967.

ew Zealand Prime
Minister Jacinda
Ardern on Tuesday
opened the country's first
meeting on countering terrorism and violent extremism, which is being held in
Christchurch over the next
two days. The meeting of "a
country at peace" will look at
"how we can all contribute to
making our country more
inclusive and safe", Ardern
was quoted as saying by the
Xinhua news agency.
The meeting will be held
annually, promoting public
conversation, understanding
and research on radicalisation. It will look at ways to

POWER FINANCE CORPORATION LOGS
HIGHEST-EVER NET PROFIT IN FY 21
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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tate-owned non-banking finance firm Power
Finance Corporation
(PFC) has recorded the highest-ever net profit of Rs 8,444
crore for financial year 202021, a 49 per cent jump over
the previous year.
In FY20, the PFC had
reported a net profit of Rs
5,655 crore on a standalone
basis. The company's consolidated net profit also
increased by 66 per cent in
FY21 to Rs 15,716 crore
against Rs 9,477 crore reported in FY20.
During 2020-21, the power
sector lender increased its
net interest income to Rs
12,951 crore in compassion
to Rs 10,097 crore reported in
FY 20. The company declared
dividend of Rs 2 per share
which takes up its total divi-

dend distribution in FY 21 of
Rs 10 per share i.e. 100 per
cent. Aided by profit growth,
PFC's net worth for FY21 also
increased by 16 per cent to Rs
52,393 crore. Unlike commercial banks, PFC's Gross NPA
ratio saw a sharp reduction of
238 bps from FY20. The current GNPA ratio is at 5.70 per
cent against 8.08 per cent in
FY20 Net NPA ratio also saw

Paytm launches
Vaccine Appointment
Booking on the app
New Delhi:
Paytm
announced
the launch of
vaccination
slot booking
in addition
to its
Vaccine
Finder service on the
app. Paytm
users can now search, discover & also book their vaccination slots for both Covaxin and Covishield at the nearest
center through the Paytm app. The service would help
Indians seamlessly book vaccination slots and gain immunity, helping in fighting the ongoing pandemic.
In May as vaccination opened for all in India, the company had launched Vaccine Finder on the app, with
advanced filtering options that helped the user generate
leads for vaccine booking, including information such as
the type of vaccine available and the fee charged for it.
Paytm spokesperson said, "It is our endeavour to help
India come out of this pandemic a lot stronger. Our vaccine
finder will help citizens seamlessly book slots at the nearest
center and get vaccinated."

a sharp reduction of 171 bps
from FY20. The current Net
NPA ratio is at 2.09 per cent
against 3.80 per cent in FY20.
The lender said that 25 per
cent of its 'stressed book' got
resolved in FY 21.
The capital adequacy ratio
of the company has also
improved sequentially to
18.83 per cent as on March
31, 2021. The capital adequa-

cy is at a comfortable level
with sufficient cushion over
& above the prescribed regulatory limits.
Under the Aatma Nirbhar
Discoms liquidity support
announced by the government, PFC & its subsidiary
REC, combined together
have so far sanctioned Rs
1,34,782 crore and disbursed
Rs 78,855 crore.
"I am extremely pleased
with our FY 21 results despite
the many headwinds faced
during the year. The impressive performance in FY 21 as
is evident from the highest
ever profit, underlines the
inherent strengths of PFC in
handling adverse economic
events. Going forward also,
we are committed to deliver
long-term value to our shareholders," Chairman and
Managing Director R.S.
Dhillon said.

BLUE DART STAND STRONG
WITH THE NATION IN THE
WAR AGAINST COVID-19

challenge hate-motivated
extremist ideologies and discuss priorities to address
issues of terrorism and violent extremism, she said.
"This inaugural hui (meeting) brings together community, civil society, academia,
the private sector and government to listen, share and

learn - both knowledge and
experiences," the Prime
Minister added.
New Zealand witnessed
one of its worst terrorist
attacks on March 15, 2019,
when a gunman killed 51
people at two mosques in
Christchurch.
The attacker, Australian
self-declared white supremacist Brenton Tarrant, has
been sentenced to life in
prison without parole, the
first person in New Zealand's
history to receive the sentence. His sentencing marked
the first terrorism conviction
in New Zealand's history.
The massacre also
prompted New Zealand to
reform its gun laws.

SIDHU MOOSE WALA
TOPS BILLBOARD
GLOBAL CHARTS WITH
TRILLER!
New Delhi: Triller, an AI-powered short video app is doing
wonders for Indian Music artists
by giving them a fun, engaging
platform to promote and interact with their fans spread in
more than 50 countries globally.
In what could be seen as a testament to the power of Triller's
platform and Indian Punjabi
music, Sidhu Moose Wala's
exclusive association with Triller
has resulted in Sidhu consistently hitting Billboard Triller Global
charts with his hits like 'Bitch,
I'm Back' and 'Moosedrilla.' On
the achievement, Sidhu said,
"Beyond excited to hit Billboard
Canadian Top 100 and at the
same time rank #1 on Top
Triller Global charts consecutively. Grateful to my fans, supporters, and well-wishers on
Triller for unending support."
Commenting on this, Raj
Mishra, Head Of Triller India,
said, "India is an exciting market
for Triller and the response we
have received from this market
inspires us to raise the benchmarks in this space."

NO-CONFIDENCE MOTION
AGAINST SUGA'S CABINET
VOTED DOWN
Tokyo: Japan's
lower house of
Parliament on
Tuesday voted
down a no-confidence motion
against Prime
Minister Yoshihide
Suga's Cabinet
jointly filed by the
main opposition
Constitutional Democratic Party of Japan (CDPJ) and three
others. The motion was filed after the ruling coalition
turned down the opposition camp's request that the conclusion of the current parliamentary session should be pushed
back by three months to allow time for more debate on matters related to the Covid-19 pandemic and the Tokyo
Olympics, reports Xinhua news agency. The session is
scheduled to end on Wednesday. The request for the extension came as the CDPJ and other opposition parties have
been critical of the government's response to the pandemic,
saying that its efforts to curb the spread of the virus have
been inadequate, particularly the slow pace of its vaccination campaign. They have also taken issue with Suga's
pledge that holding the Olympics in Tokyo from July 23 will
be "safe and secure" as the pandemic is yet to be brought
under control. The parties believe more time is needed in
Parliament to debate these highly pressing topics.
CDPJ leader Yukio Edano has accused Suga of being an
unfit leader for not allowing the current parliament session
to be extended during a national crisis.
Edano lambasted the Japanese leader for "stopping the
highest institution of the state from functioning for an
extended period during the worst crisis since the end of the
(Second World) War". "On that point alone, he is unfit to be
a leader during an emergency," Edano said before the vote
on the no-confidence motion was held.
Besides the three other parties - the Japanese Communist
Party, the Democratic Party for the People and the Social
Democratic Party, the opposition camp is also concerned
the capital is currently under the third Covid state of emergency, along with nine other prefectures, due to the spread
of the virus and its highly contagious variants, as the entire
nation continues to grapple with the fourth wave of infections. Suga has said that bringing the Covid situation under
control remained his top priority but he could dissolve the
lower house and call a snap election at any time.
The general election must be held before the current
four-year term of lower house members ends on October
21. Ruling Liberal Democratic Party Secretary General
Toshihiro Nikai said, however, he did not think Suga would
dissolve the lower house and call a snap election during the
current parliamentary session.
"We need to stay on our guard and make sure the remaining bills are enacted," Suga himself said in a meeting
between the government and the ruling coalition.

business

May retail sales fall 79% from
pre-Covid levels in 2019
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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etail sales in India last month
declined 79 per cent from the sales
recorded in the pre-Covid period of
May 2019, according to a survey by
Retailers Association of India (RAI).
The decline comes on the back of the
lockdowns across states amid the second
wave of Covid-19.
With sales down 34 per cent in May
2021, categories such as food and grocery
fared better than categories like footwear (86 per cent), beauty, wellness and personal
care (-87 per cent) and sports goods (-80
per cent) as compared to pre-Covid sales
levels (May 2019).
Retailers across regions are reflecting a
deep fall in sales with southern India at '-73
per cent' in May 2021 as compared to May
2019 pre-covid sales, eastern region at '-75
per cent', while western and northern
regions have indicated '-83 per cent' sales
in May 2021 as compared to May 2019.
The RAI statement noted that many of
the states have now slowly begun to open
all forms of retail in a calibrated manner.
Commenting on the current state of the
retail industry, Kumar Rajagopalan, CEO,
Retailers Association of India (RAI), said:

"Retailers are looking forward to some
improvement in the month of June with
gradual unlocking. However, the retail
industry needs collective support of various government bodies to tide over the
present situation."
The industry body in its statement noted
that retail businesses continue to face
financial pressures on various fronts such
as salaries, rentals, electricity charges and
various taxes and license fees among others due to the pandemic-induced restrictions. Easing the burden will require collaborative efforts by various stakeholders.

Covid 2.0 to hit 1QFY22 revenue
of auto ancillaries: Ind-Ra
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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New Delhi: Blue Dart, a part of the Deutsche Post DHL Group
(DPDHL) has been facilitating the transport of oxygen concentrators amongst other essential COVID relief medical equipment across the length and breadth of the Indian terrain.
Speaking about fulfilling the responsibility taken on Managing
Director, Blue Dart said, "As we fight the second wave of
COVID-19, findings of a double mutant indicate despite
heightened efforts, that our battle to inoculate a sizeable population may still take a longer duration." Giving insight into Blue
Dart's capabilities, Ketan Kulkarni, Head Business
Development & CMO, Blue Dart says, "Blue Dart has been
transporting oxygen concentrators and other important medical & pharmaceutical equipment for COVID relief leveraging
our air express and ground express network. We are affirmative that with our continued efforts and the contribution of
India Inc, we will support the government's target of vaccinating 80% of the population by September 2021."
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ovid's second wave is expected
to dent auto ancillaries' revenue
in 1QFY22, said India Ratings
and Research (Ind-Ra).
The ratings agency believes that auto
ancillaries would see a materially lower
revenue in 1QFY22, following a strong
turnaround in 2HFY21.
"The second Covid wave leading to
localised lockdowns has impacted the
economic activity, resulting in shutdowns/advancement of maintenance
activities at original equipment manufacturers' (OEMs) plants, causing lower
volume offtake from ancillaries," it
said. Besides, the agency opined that
industry will see a pent-up demand in
the subsequent quarters if the lockdowns are lifted from end-June which
could compensate for the loss of revenues in 1Q. "Nevertheless, export
demand remains buoyant, and could
offer some respite to auto ancillaries
during 1Q, as well as support revenue

growth in the remaining quarters."
Ind-Ra also expects a bounce back
in the aftermarket demand once the
lockdowns are eased.
"However, in case, the lockdowns or
restrictions remain in force for a longer
duration, there could be a downside
risk to Ind-Ra's revenue growth estimate of 18-20 per cent YoY for FY22."
"The focus on cost-cutting measures
and better cash flow generation over
2HFY21, and availability of financing
through the lower cost 'Emergency
Credit Line Guarantee Scheme' loans
in FY21 have resulted in a better liquidity profile for sector companies vs a
year ago levels." Furthermore, the
agency said it does not foresee any
major negative rating actions unless
there is a material stress to the credit
profiles of the rated entities. "Ind-Ra
expects that sector revenues in 1QFY22
would be 50-60 per cent of those
recorded in 3Q-4QFY21, while also
remaining exposed to downside risks
relating to the instances of infections

and severity of restrictions." "In case
restrictions remain for a prolonged
period, the consumer sentiment could
falter as the disposable incomes would
decrease as well as delay the recovery
of economic activity." Moreover, it
noted that with a large number of dealerships remaining closed, many OEMs
have taken production shutdowns in
April and May to keep vehicle inventory from rising further. "This has caused
a sudden fall in demand for auto ancillaries post strong volumes in 3Q4QFY21." As per Ind-Ra's discussions
with the rated auto ancillary portfolio,
the capacity utilisation which was
tracking at 90-95 per cent levels in
March 2021 due to a pick-up across
vehicle segments, declined to 80-90 per
cent in April, and is likely to have fallen
further to 55-60 per cent in May 2021,
due to state-wise restrictions which
came into effect only in the latter part
of April, and manpower being exposed
to Covid infection, combined with
OEM shutdowns.
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ASIAN
CUP
QUALIFIERS:
Doha|Agencies
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INDIA, AFGHAN DRAW 1-1,
BOTH ENTER NEXT ROUND

ndia were lucky to
get away with a 1-1 draw against Afghanistan
without actually scoring in a Group E match
of the World Cup 2022 and Asian Cup China
2023 Qualifiers here on Tuesday, and still
advanced to the third and final round. The Afghan
goalkeeper scored the goal in India's account.
Ovays Azizi scored the self-goal in the 75th
minute and Hossein Zamani's 82nd minute strike
drew parity at the Jassim Bin Hamad Stadium
here. Importantly for Sunil Chhetri's team, India
entered the third and final round of the qualifiers,
along with Afghanistan.
Although this is a combined qualification tournament, India are out of contention for the 2022
World Cup.
India finished at the third position in Group E
with seven points from eight matches. They won
only one match, lost three, and drew four games.
They scored six goals and conceded seven to end
up with a negative goal difference.
Afghanistan finished fourth with six points from
eight matches, out of which they won one and lost

four. Three games were drawn.
Qatar, the lone undefeated team in the pool,
topped the group with 22 points from eight
matches, with seven wins and one draw. Oman
finished second with 15 points from five wins
from seven matches played. They have one more
match to play.
Going into the game against Afghanistan, India
needed just a draw to advance to the final round
of qualification for the Asian Cup.
India missed a few opportunities to score. They
finally got a goal on the scoreboard in the 75th
minute when Manvir Singh and Ashique
Kuruniyan combined well. Kuruniyan sent a looping cross towards the far post, and a desperate
Afghanistan goalkeeper Azizi could only send the
ball into his own goal.
However, Afghanistan made amends and drew
parity in the 82nd minute when midfielder Noor
Husin, on the left flank, did well to find teenager
Hossein Zamani, who curled his shot into the far
post to beat Gurpreet Singh Sandhu.

ndian women's Test captain Mithali Raj on
Tuesday stressed on the
importance of mind-set and
revealed that players, especially youngsters, have been
practicing here in the whites
to calm nerves for the one-off
Test against England starting
here on Wednesday.
"There were a few sessions
that we tried to have in the
whites so that the girls don't
get sort of jolted when they
walk onto the ground tomorrow in the whites because for
most of them it was their first
time getting into the whites
and getting onto the ground,"
Mithali told the media.
"That is one thing that he

I

[coach Ramesh Powar] tried
to get into the sessions -four-five sessions where we
trained together as a team in
whites," she said.
The Indian women are
playing a Test match for the
first time in seven years. The
last time they played was in

November 2014, when they
beat South Africa in Mysore.
Three months prior to that,
they had beaten England in a
Test in Wormsley.
"Clearly from the last Test
it has been seven years and
seven years have been more
of the white ball game and a

Aussie diving, hockey teams
announced for Olympics
Sydney |Agencies

ver and five bronze medals.

he
Australian
Olympic
Committee
(AOC)
announced
seven divers and
the men's and
women's hockey
teams on
Tuesday for the
Tokyo Olympics.
Melissa Wu, the
Sydney-born 29year-old, will
become the third
diver to represent
Australia in four
Olympics. She joins 226 of an expected 450 athletes gearing up to represent Australia at the Olympics in just
under 40 days, reports Xinhua.
"The road to Tokyo has certainly
been a long one, and now that we are
at the pointy end of the journey, I just
can't wait to get on the platform and
put forward my very best," Wu said.
The AOC also announced the 16member men's and women's hockey
teams.
The teams have impressive
Olympic records. The women's team,
also known as Hockeyroos, had three
gold medals under their belt, while
the men's team, known as
Kookaburras, have one gold, three sil-

Australia won their first men's
hockey medal, a bronze, in 1964 in
Tokyo.
"There is a lot of talent in this
group, a lot of potential, drive, enthusiasm and passion," said Hockeyroos
head coach Katrina Powell.
The teams also continue Olympic
family traditions, with Brooke Peris,
cousin to Olympic champion Nova
Peris, and Kaitlin Nobbs following the
footsteps of her mother (Lee Capes,
1988 gold), father (Michael Nobbs,
1984) and uncle (Mark Hager, 1988,
1996 bronze) who have all represented Australia.
The Olympics will be held from July
23 to August 8.
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ortugal skipper Cristiano
Ronaldo celebrated
becoming the first player
to appear in five European
Championships with a brace
as they got their title defence
off to a winning start with a 30 victory over a determined
Hungary. Ronaldo's 87thminute penalty meant he
overtook Michel Platini for
most European Cham-pionship goals scored, taking his
tally to 10, after Raphael
Guerreiro's deflected goal had
given them the lead three
minutes earlier. Ronaldo then
delivered the final blow to a spirited Hungary
side with a goal after a brilliant Portugal move
in stoppage time.
Portugal struck three times late on to beat a
stubborn Hungary 3-0 in their Euro 2020
opener at a packed Puskas Arena on Tuesday.
The holders, who appear to have a much
stronger squad than when they won their first

major title five years ago, laboured for long
periods in Budapest.But Raphael Guerreiro
made the vital breakthrough in the 84th
minute and Ronaldo slammed in a penalty
shortly afterwards before tapping home in
injury time.The 36-year-old is also just three
goals away from matching Iranian Ali Daei’s
all-time international scoring record of 109.

WTC Final: Axar, Sundar excluded as India names
15 players; NZ takes in Conway, Patel in squad

Indian women focus on mindset,
practice in whites to calm nerves
Bristol |Agencies

Ronaldo double gives Portugal
3-0 win over Hungary

Southampton |Agencies

lot more players in the side
have faced [only] the white
ball. But again, it comes
down to the mind-set," said
Mithali.
"Last week or so, we have
tried to get as many sessions
as we can for the batters and
bowlers to face and get used
to the red ball and the movement. At the end day, the
mind-set with which you play
is what matters."
Once again, the Indian
women will play two Tests in
a year. After this Test, they
will tour Australia in
September-October for the
pink-ball Test.
Also, this is the first time
the Indian women are playing a full series against
England.

ndia named six batsmen, five pace
bowlers and two spinners along with
two wicketkeeper-batsmen in the 15member squad for the World Test
Championship final against New
Zealand, starting on Friday at the
Hampshire Bowl here.
From the main squad that has travelled
to England, Mayank Agarwal, Axar Patel,
Washington Sundar, Shardul Thakur and
KL Rahul have been left out. Of these players,
Patel and Sundar had played in India's previous Test, the fourth and final match against
England in Motera, Ahmedabad, in March.
On the other hand NZ opener Devon
Conway, who scored a double century on
debut this month, left-arm spinner Ajaz Patel
as well as injured duo Kane Williamson and
BJ Watling, have been included in 15-member
New Zealand squad for WTC final.
Doug Bracewell, Jacob Duffy, Daryl
Mitchell, RachinRavindra and Mitchell
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Santner have been left out after the squad that
played the two-Test series against England
was whittled down.
"There has had to be some tough calls with
Mitchell [Santner] and Daryl [Mitchell] victims of the fierce competition we currently
have for places in the Test side," said New
Zealand head coach Gary Stead.
"Kane [Williamson] and BJ [Watling] have
certainly benefited from their week of rest and
rehabilitation and we expect them to be fit
and available for the final," added Stead.

India squad: Rohit
Sharma, Shubman Gill,
CheteshwarPujara, ViratKohli
(captain), AjinkyaRahane
(vice-captain),
HanumaVihari, Rishabh Pant
(wicketkeeper),
WriddhimanSaha (wicketkeeper), R Ashwin,
RavindraJadeja,
JaspritBumrah, Ishant
Sharma, Mohammad Shami,
Umesh Yadav, and
Mohammad Siraj.
NZ squad: Kane
Williamson (captain), Tom
Blundell, Trent Boult, Devon
Conway, Colin de
Grandhomme, Matt Henry,
Kyle Jamieson, Tom Latham,
Henry Nicholls, Ajaz Patel,
Tim Southee, Ross Taylor,
Neil Wagner, BJ Watling
(wicketkeeper), Will Young.

All eyes on hard-hitter Shafali ahead Messi, Vargas on target in
Argentina-Chile stalemate
of India women's one-off Test
Bristol |Agencies

oung opener
ShafaliVerma could
make her Test debut
in the one-off Test
between India women and
England women that commences on Wednesday.
The 17-year-old Rohtak
girl is one of the hardest
hitters of a cricket ball in
women's cricket but is yet to play an ODI or a
Test match.
While not having played a Test is understandable since India have not played one in close to
seven years, her absence from the ODI squad in
the recent home series against South Africa
raised quite a few eyebrows.
Asked if Shafali will play the Test, team vicecaptain Harmanpreet Kaur had on Monday
refused to confirm but said that they are backing her to play her natural game.
"Shafali is someone we always want to play.
She is someone who can dominate the opposi-
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tion," Harmanpreet had
told media and added that
the youngster looked good
in the nets.
"We never tried to tinker
with Shafali's game as she is
a natural player, it's not a
great idea to talk too much
about technique and game
planning with her," she had
added.
"All of us are trying to create a very nice situation for her so that she does
not feel the pressure and enjoys her cricket. She
was looking great in the nets, and I hope, if she
gets a chance to play, she will do better."
Shafali has scored 617 runs in 22 T20
Internationals at a high strike rate of 148.31.
Like former India opener VirenderSehwag, she
can unnerve the opposition, put them on the
defensive with a big knock. However, if the ball
moves, it could be challenging for her.
On Monday, England vice-captain Natalie
Sciver had said that the England team is wary of
the fearless young cricketers in Indian camp.

Rio de Janeiro |Agencies

duardo Vargas extended his
impressive Copa America scoring run with a second-half header that earned Chile a 1-1 draw with
Argentina. Lionel Messi gave
Argentina the lead at Rio de Janeiro's
Olympic Stadium on Monday by curling a free-kick over the wall and into the top right corner just after the halfhour mark. Argentina threatened to score again, laying siege to Claudio
Bravo's goal, but the two-time world champions were unable to capitalise
on their superiority, reports Xinhua. Vargas made them pay when he nodded home in the 57th minute, reacting fastest after Aston Villa goalkeeper
Emiliano Martinez kept out Arturo Vidal's spot-kick. The Atletico Mineiro
forward has now scored 13 Copa America goals and sits joint sixth on the
tournament's list of all-time highest scorers.
"We lacked tranquility," Messi said after the match. "The (state of the)
pitch did not help. We were unable to control possession and play faster,
which they did. I did not see the penalty but it changed the game. "I think
that the (result) gives them more peace of mind than us. They started to
pass the ball around and to keep it off us and the game became difficult.
We wanted to start with a win but we came up against a very tough opponent." Argentina's next match will be against Uruguay in Brasilia on Friday
while Chile faces Bolivia in Cuiaba on the same day.
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ATHLETES COULD BE KICKED OUT OF OLYMPICS FOR VIOLATING COVID RULES
Tokyo |Agencies

thletes and officials who violate the
Covid-19 rules could be kicked out
of the Olympics, according to
revised rules outlined in the third and
final editions of the Tokyo 2020 playbook
revealed on Tuesday. The third version
of the playbook, published by the
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International Olympic
Committee (IOC), the
International
Paralympic Committee
(IPC), and the Tokyo
2020 Organising
Committee, added more
than 10 pages compared
to the second edition. Most of the con-

tents are regulations about
testing, consequences and
sanctions.
Athletes may be exposed
to the following non-exhaustive range of potential consequences of warnings, temporary or permanent withdrawal of accreditation, temporary or

permanent ineligibility, or exclusion
from the Games, disqualification or
financial sanctions, the playbook said.
This updated version of the playbook
highlights that there may also be measures or sanctions imposed by the respective organisations or the Japanese
authorities in accordance with their
respective rules and regulations.

EURO CUP: Spain held to goalless draw by Former AIFF V-P Viswanathan passes away
Sweden after Slovakia upset Poland 2-1
Team Absolute|New Delhi

Seville |Agencies

pain dominated for 90 minutes in their Euro
2020 opener against Sweden but were unable
to turn possession and chances into goals as
their match ended in a goalless draw on Monday
night. The Spanish dominated the first half, pinning
the Swedes back in their own half. Dani Olmo's
header after 16 minutes was denied by Olsen.
The best chance came Morata's way in the 38th
minute after Marcus Danielson's defensive howler
left him clean with a through-on goal. The striker
curled the ball past Olsen, but also put it wide of
the post.
Two minutes later, Alexander Isak, who had
barely got into sniffing distance of the ball all game
almost made the Spanish pay for their profligacy as
he took advantage of defensive a lapse to beat Unai
Simon only for Marcos Llorente to make a vital
block and deflect the ball onto the post.
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The second half saw Spain continue their dominance, but at a lower pace. Consequently, it was
harder for them to create chances. Once again Isak
carved out the best chance after beating three
defenders only for Marcus Berg to put the ball over
when it looked easier to score.
Earlier Slovakia started their first major tournament with a win after shocking an uninspired

Poland 2-1 through Milan Skriniar's second half
winner in their Group E curtain raiser in Saint
Petersburg.
Slovakia looked comfortable in the first half.
They opened the scoring in the 18th minute after
Robert Mak's solo run and effort dropped off
WojciechSzczesny's near post before bouncing off
the goalkeeper's right shoulder into the goal.
The Polish team increased the pressure but suffered a setback at the hour mark when
GrzegorzKrychowiak was shown his second yellow
card and received the marching orders.
Slovakia showed no mercy and utilised their
numerical advantage moments later as Poland
failed to clear a corner, allowing Skriniar to drill the
decider from 14 meters into the top left corner to
stun Poland.
Poland pressed frenetically for the equaliser.
Slovakia's defines, however, stood firm and secured
the top spot in Group E for the moment.

ormer All India Football
Federation (AIFF) vicepresident CR Viswanathan
passed away in Chennai on
Tuesday. He was 85.
Apart from being the AIFF
vice-president (2004-08),
Viswanathan was also a member of the AIFF executive committee from 2008 to 2012, and
chairman of the AIFF technical
committee (2009-2012).
Viswanathan was also the
president of the Tamil Nadu Football
Association and the Coimbatore District
Football Association and played a role in the
hosting of the 1993 Nehru Cup at the
Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium in Chennai.
"CR Viswanathan will be remembered for
his contribution to Indian football, and
sports," AIFF president Praful Patel said in his
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condolence message.
AIFF general secretary Kushal Das, said:
"On behalf of the Indian football fraternity, we
offer our condolences to the bereaved family.
Viswanathan was a versatile administrator
who served not just Indian football in different capacities, but also worked towards the
overall development of Indian sports."
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Billie Eilish: Tired after being
accused of 'queerbaiting'
Los Angeles | Agencies

rammy winner singer Billie Eilish said she's "tired" in a cryptic post after being
accused of "queerbaiting". The 19-year-old singer appeared to throw shade at
her trolls with the caption of a moody selfie she posted on Instagram.
Billie wore a brown sweater and layered gold necklaces while pouting at the camera in the photo.
She simply wrote alongside it: "i'm tireeeddddddd."
Earlier this week the teen was accused of "queerbaiting" after she was spotted
with actor Matthew Tyler Vorce.
Fans claimed she'd been hinting she's LGBTQ with her Lost Cause music video,
in which she dances with a group of girls in a slumber party setting.
Fans also pointed out Billie's recent Instagram post, in which she shared photos
from the video and wrote: "I love girls."
Critics felt misled when the singer was seen with actor Matthew, 29, in
Disneyland last week.
Billie and Matthew, who both had face masks on, were joined on their date
by a bodyguard during their VIP tour.
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ENRICO CASAROSA CALLS HIS
ANIMATED FILM LUCA A 'LOVE
LETTER TO THE SUMMERS OF OUR

Los Angeles |
Agencies
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Chrissy
Teigen
has got a tattoo
of her daughter
Luna's butterfly
sketch on her
arm amid the
backlash to her
past bullying
tweets. The model,
35, showed off the inking in an Instagram post
and said in the accompanying caption that she's a "mess in
progress".
Chrissy revealed that Luna, five, drew the butterfly on
her arm after her preschool graduation.
She wrote in the lengthy caption: "Today our beautiful little pod celebrated their preschool graduation. I
sobbed from beginning to end."
"I sobbed because my god, what a year. But also,
man. they're SO young. Their eyes are gonna see so
much. They're going to experience pain, hurt, loss," she
added. The mother-of-two then reflected on the cyber
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Los Angeles | Agencies

irector Enrico Casarosa says childhood
memories inspired him to make the new animated film "Luca", which is ready to release
digitally on June 18. "This movie is about the friendships that change us. It's a love letter to the summers of our youth -- those formative years when
you're finding yourself. I had the luck to grow up in
Genoa, a port city on the Italian Riviera. It's a very
specific coast because it's really steep. The mountains rise up from the ocean. The towns are stuck in
time -- they're so picturesque. I always imagined
them like little monsters coming out of the water,"
says Casarosa.
"Luca" is a coming-of-age story about a young
boy experiencing an unforgettable summer filled
with gelato, pasta, endless scooter rides and heartwarming friendships. Luca shares these adventures
with his newfound best friend Alberto, but all the
fun is threatened by a deep secret that can sabotage
their friendship.
The film features the voices of Jacob Tremblay,
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bullying controversy she has faced in the past few months.
"Then I thought about what I've learned just
in the past few months and I feel a wealth of gratitude for life alone and those unimaginable
bonds," she wrote.
"But also love, success, unimaginable
bonds with friends."

Spice Girls to drop
new song to celebrate 25
years of 'Wannabe'
London | Agencies

he British girl group Spice Girls will release a new song digitally on July 9
this year, to celebrate 25 years of their debut single "Wannabe". "Wannabe
25" is an EP that will include the original track, an unheard demo of the
track and a remix by Junior Vasquez, besides "Feed Your Love", a song featuring
vocals by all five original band members that has never been released before.
The group also plans to release vinyl and cassette versions on July 23. This is
their first new release since 2007.
"Wannabe is 25! To celebrate we're releasing a limited edition vinyl and cassette, featuring: Wannabe (original single), Wannabe (Junior Vasquez remix
edit), Wannabe (demo) and previously unreleased track 'Feed Your Love'. The
EP will be released digitally on the 9th of July, with the vinyl and cassette following on the 23rd July. Swipe up in stories to pre-order," the group wrote on its official Instagram page, with a party popper emoji.
To celebrate the anniversary, the group have also launched the #IAmASpicGirl
campaign, which invites all fans to take a trip down memory lane and share their
stories that may be featured on the Spice Girls website and social media pages as
part of the celebration. Fans can send in their videos and messages on the
group's social media using the hashtag #IAMASPICEGIRL or write to spicegirls@umusic.com, reports femalefirst.co.uk.
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Roger Waters snubs Zuckerberg
offer to use 'Another brick in the wall,
part 2' for Instagram ad
London | Agencies

ock legend and Pink Floyd co-founder Roger
Waters has revealed that he has snubbed a
lucrative Facebook offer to use the band's
iconic 1979 hit "Another brick in the wall, part 2" in
an upcoming commercial for Instagram.
"It arrived this morning with an offer for a huge,
huge amount of money. And the answer is, ï¿½F**k
You. No f****n' way! I only mention that because
this is an insidious movement of them to take over
absolutely everything. I will not be a party to this
bull***t, (Facebook,
Inc. co-founder Mark)
Zuckerberg," Waters
said, while interacting
with the media at a
pro-Julian Assange
event.
The 77-year-old
Waters read out from a
letter he said had
come from Facebook,
according to a report
in rollingstone.com.
"We want to thank you
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for considering this project. We feel that the core
sentiment of this song is still so prevalent and so
necessary today, which speaks to how timeless the
work is," he read.
"And yet, they want to use it to make Facebook
and Instagram more powerful than it already is, so
that it can continue to censor all of us in this room
and prevent this story about Julian Assange getting
out into the general public so the general public can
go, 'What? No. No More'," Waters added. The
Rolling Stone website added that Waters also
referred to FaceMash, the website Zuckerberg set
up at Harvard in 2003,
to compare the looks of
women on campus.
"How did this little prick
who started out as 'She's
pretty, we'll give her a
four out of five, she's
ugly, we'll give her a
four out of five', how did
we give him any power?
And yet here he is, one
of the most powerful
idiots in the world," he
said.

Nicole Scherzinger
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Reunion special:

Tahir Raj Bhasin: Was rejected
in 250 auditions before Mardaani

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctor Tahir Raj Bhasin says he was rejected around 250 times
before being signed by Aditya Chopra for the film
"Mardaani". "Anything that's worthwhile takes time and this
is something I understood when I first came to Mumbai. I was
rejected from some 250 auditions over three years before
'Mardaani', but I used this as positive fuel and feedback," said Tahir.
He added: "It meant I needed to grow and growth came from
workshops and hours of practice."
"Strength lay in getting hit and in the will to keep moving
forward. Today's world is all about that simple message.
We have all been affected directly or indirectly by an
unforeseen time and courage is to make ourselves
better, fitter and stronger for the test of time to
come," he said. Despite the number of rejections, Tahir never lost hope.
"To be honest, I never saw my initial
time in Mumbai as a struggling phase.
It was an aspiring phase. I was visualising a dream and aspiring to make it real
and it's the hardship and journey that
make the successes worth celebrating," he said.
Tahir will be seen in
"LooopLapeta" as a romantic lead opposite TaapseePannu,
in "Bulbul Tarang" opposite
Sonakshi Sinha and "Yeh
Kaali Kaali Ankhein",
in which he has
been paired
with Shweta
Tripathi.
He will
also be seen
in Kabir Khan's
"83", which casts him in the role of the legendary Indian cricketer
Sunil Gavaskar. The film tells the story of India's first cricket World Cup victory in 1983, and casts Ranveer Singh as the underdog squad's captain Kapil
Dev.
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'CHALECHALOLAGAAN: ONCE UPON'
TO MARK 20 YEARS OF FILM
Team Absolute|Mumbai

new reunion special titled
"ChaleChaloLagaan: Once Upon" celebrates
20 years of Aamir Khan's iconic blockbuster
"Lagaan". The film was released on June 15, 2001.
"We broke our backs while making Lagaan, but
our hearts were full of joy. Lagaan has showered us
all with so much love. I am so grateful to all my fellow travellers on this magical journey," said Aamir
of the film, which marked his production debut
besides casting him in the central role, and was
nominated for an Oscar in Best Foreign Film category. "Lagaan is something I am extremely grateful
for and I will always cherish every memory of this
ongoing journey. It is also so wonderful to see that
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the journey of Lagaan continues, and I am really
looking forward to reconnecting with the Lagaan
gang thanks to this initiative by Netflix. Re
BhaiyyachhutteyLagaan!!" Aamir added, about the
reunion special.
The film's director AshutoshGowariker said: "My
ultimate dream was to create something that will
linger in the audience's mind. That it would be
appreciated 20 years down the line is something
that is unimaginable."
Gowariker added: "It is overwhelming for me as
well as the entire te am of the film that this dream
became a reality. Lagaan is the story of people
coming together and standing united against all
odds."
"Lagaan is one of the most iconic creations of

Indian cinema. It is an epic tale
that won hearts everywhere
and showed the brilliance
of Indian storytelling on
the global stage. It's an
honour for Netflix to
celebrate 20 years of
Lagaan with the
incredible team
behind this film,"
said Moni kaShergill,
VP, Content, Netflix India.
The special by Aamir Khan
Productio ns, AshutoshGowariker and
Netlflix will stream on Netflix India's
YouTube channel.

BHUMI
PEDNEKAR: HAVE BEEN
ITCHING TO BE BACK ON SET
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctress Bhumi Pednekar has resumed shooting and
says it feels surreal to be back on set. "I have been
itching to be back on the set and resume work. I find
myself fortunate that I'm starting to work as soon as the
unlock started in Maharashtra. The industry has gone
through a lot over the last one year and it has been pushed to
the brink by this pandemic," Bhumi said.
The actress lauds the industry bigwigs for having started
the vaccination drive to inoculate the film fraternity members. "I'm sure that every producer will take all necessary
measures to ensure that the industry restarts. It's amazing
that the industry leaders have come forward to vaccinate
the fraternity because that's the need of the hour. We
work in a very intimate environment so safety is of
prime importance to everyone," she said. The actress
recently revealed she would feature in the Akshay
Kumar-starrer "RakshaBandhan". This would
mark their second collaboration after "Toilet:
EkPrem Katha". She also has "Badhaai Do"
with Rajkummar Rao and "Mr Lele"
with Vicky Kaushal lined up for release.
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SHWETA TRIPATHI ON REAPING
BENEFITS OF DIGITAL SPACE
Team Absolute|Mumbai

hweta Tripathi says she has always been aware of the diverse characteristics of OTT platforms. Shweta
is known for her work in the web-space, in projects such as "Mirzapur", "Made In Heaven" and
"Lakhon Main Ek". Her upcoming slate of work is also all set to release on the OTT space.
"I have always been aware of the vast and diverse characteristics of OTT platforms. As an actor, I do
not believe in restricting myself due to the medium of the content I'll be a part of," Shweta said.
She added: "Without a doubt, the digital space is booming today and I'm sure will continue to do so
in the future, and having embraced it early on makes me feel grateful to be a part of something so big
and enriching." Shweta currently awaits the release of two projects -- "YehKaaliKaaliAnkhein" and
"Escaype Live". "YehKaaliKaaliAnkhein" also stars Tahir Raj Bhasin while "Escaype Live" features
South star Siddharth.
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INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

SALMAN KHAN FILMS
Excel Entertainment -Tiger Baby
Films to bring Salim-Javed documentary ‘Angry Young Men’
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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Team Absolute|Mumbai

he Akshay Kumar-starrer
spy thriller "Bell Bottom"
has now been scheduled for
a theatrical release on July 27.
Akshay posted a video on
Instagram on Tuesday to
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announce the news. The film was
earlier scheduled for an April
2021 release but was pushed due
to the second wave of Covid-19 in
the country. "I know you have
patiently waited for the release of
#Bellbottom. Couldn't be happier
to finally announce the release of

our film. Arriving on the big
screens worldwide
#BellBottomOn27July," Akshay
captioned the video.
Directed by Ranjit M. Tewari,
"Bell Bottom" stars Akshay alongside Vaani Kapoor, Huma Qureshi
and Lara Dutta.

alman Khan along
with Zoya and
Farhan Akhtar are
among producers of the
upcoming documentary
titled "Angry Young Men",
based on their fathers
Salim Khan and Javed
Akhtar.
Directed by Namrata
Rao, the project will capture the essence of SalimJaved, who together redefined Bollywood cinema
with a long list of hits in
the seventies and the
eighties, introducing the elements of angst, violence and machismo in consecutive hero-centric hits that gave Bollywood its greatest icon ever -Amitabh Bachchan as the Angry Young Man.
Noted for being the first Indian screenwriters to achieve star status,
Salim-Javed wrote a slew of Bachchan blockbuster classics as "Zanjeer"
(1973), "Deewar" (1975), "Sholay" (1975), "Trishul" (1978), "Don" (1978),
"Kaala Patthar" (1979), "Dostana" (1980), "Shaan" (1980) and "Shakti"
(1982).
Although identified primarily due to their Big B-starrer Angry Young
Man scripts, their memorable works extend beyond the template. They
started out with films like "Andaaz", "Haathi Mere Saath" and "Adhikar" (all
1971), and also wrote "Seeta Aur Geeta" (1972), "Yaadon Ki Baaraat"(1973),
"Kranti" (1981), and "Mr India" (1987) among other films, collaborating
with many top stars and filmmakers of the era. The film is produced by
Salman Khan Films, Farhan Akhtar and Ritesh Sidhwani's Excel
Entertainment, and Zoya Akhtar and Reema Kagti's Tiger Baby Films.
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